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Awakened Heart Flames: The Hope of the World
Blessed Torch Bearers! The Flame of the Torch that you carry is the Flame of
God Consciousness. That Flame is the Hope of the world! For without the Living
Flame of God Consciousness sustained, awakened, and actively engaged on the world
scene, mankind will be left to its own devices and follow the inexorable downward
spiral of karmic disintegration of past civilizations. Absent the Flame, with its
faculty of Christ Discrimination, the outer mind is incapable of resonating with the
Divine Direction of one’s own I AM Presence or the Guardianship of the Ascended
Masters and Angelic Hosts. Thus, truly it can be said that the Torch that you
bear — the willing, thinking, loving Flame of God burning brightly on the Altar of
your Heart — is the Hope of the world!
It is the Divine Intent of the Brotherhood that this Flame be passed from heart
to heart, kindling kindred Flames within the hearts of more and more lightbearers in
America and around the world. This heart-to-heart multiplication must absolutely come
to pass for the present age to be redeemed.
You who have alive within you the vibrant, tangible, firsthand experience of your own
Individual Mighty I AM Presence have received the transfer of that God Consciousness
from the Ascended Masters. Prior to that transfer, the Divine Spark may well have
been but a smoldering coal; but, deep within, there breathed the Living Fire! This tiny
ember, praise God, has been fanned by the Ascended Masters and your own Heart’s
Love for God so that what was once but a slumbering spark now mounts up as a living,
breathing, awakened, Intelligent Flame of I AM Awareness, no longer banished to inner
realms but actually thriving here in this outer world of form!
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The preservation of this Flame of Ascended Master Consciousness and the propagation
of it from heart to heart and mind to mind are a major part of the Great Commission
bestowed upon The Temple of The Presence and those lively stones whose Hearts you
are. Your high and holy calling is to carry this Torch to the world.
Let us celebrate the preeminence of this conscious, Living Flame that each of you
may know it as your very own, not as something loaned to you which belongs to the
lender but as something that is preeminently and intrinsically you and yours to expand.
Presently this Flame cannot be said to burn very brightly amongst the multitudes of
mankind. All the more reason why, through you, the igniting of awakened Heart Flames
represents the Hope of the world!
Let us remind ourselves of at least ten Attributes of this Glorious Threefold Flame
that we might strengthen our resolve and, as a collective body of Torch Bearers, receive
the necessary Divine Direction to chart our course as called for in the Great Commission.
I. This Heart Flame must be awake!
Tragically, without the Radiance of this Flame of God Consciousness, mankind are
like newborn kittens, blind from birth, who must rely upon their mother for everything
— unable to see, unable to fend for themselves, groping their way through veils of
mortal-minded darkness from cradle to grave — a sorry spectacle of the blind leading
the blind, only redeemable by the Flame that is awake and, therefore, sees and knows.
II. This Heart Flame is the outpost of your Individual God Self!
This Flame of God is the Heart of your God Self, as contrasted with its counterfeit,
which is the concept of the human soul subscribed to by most of the world’s major religions
today. For, the vast majority of humanity’s concept of their own soul is superficial and
vacuous, the present-day amalgamation of thousands of years of accumulated abject
ignorance and entrenched superstition. Just how inadequate is mankind’s understanding
of themselves? It is as hollow and ephemeral as those instinctual visualizations created
by the elementals when they fashion quaint, miniature cottages and picturesque villages
in the etheric subplanes — substantial facades on the outside, amorphous voids within.
As you hold that imagery in mind for a second, you can observe, as do the Masters,
the ill-conceived notion that literally billions of Christians, Muslims, and Jews insist
upon holding of themselves — thoughtforms fashioned by their understanding of
themselves as souls, psychic forms energized and reinforced lifetime after lifetime by
entire lifewaves over numberless years. Collective thoughts breed collective thoughtforms,
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becoming ever stronger and stronger in a vicious circle. The more they are accepted, the
more they are reinforced by successive generations feeding their thought force along
precisely identical dogmatic lines.
These thoughtforms exist quite objectively on the psychic plane. And here we come
to a poignant if not tragic realization. For these thoughtforms of “personal soul” reveal
the concept billions of incarnate lifestreams actually insist upon holding as the intrinsic
nature of themselves, not just of their personalities but of the innermost identity of
who and what they are as souls created by God. By definition, they do not believe in
reincarnation, so such thoughtforms are going to involve somehow the idea that each
person kind of blinked into existence very, very recently at the time of their conception
or birth. Every Christian, every Muslim, and every member of the Jewish faith all share
this collective thoughtform, accepting that a hundred years ago they themselves did
not exist. And then, somehow or another, out of the dust of the earth, they suddenly
appeared and were born into this world.
For those who read the scriptures with a literal interpretation, they have the idea
that God performed a miracle and fashioned such a soul. And so, the form of their
soul exposes the essential, intrinsic identity they conceive to be their very own unique
self bound up with their fleshly body as this soul that they are — believing that God
created them by dipping his hand down into the red loam of this earth body and
fashioning their body out of the earth earthy, breathing upon the clay doll, and, thus,
“man became a living soul.”
These thoughtforms embody this ancient narrative as recorded in Genesis. They
reveal the abject neglect and void of introspection on the part of millions of sincere
people who never spend even five minutes over the course of entire lifetimes asking the
fundamental question, “Who am I, really?” It’s as if a person were to hang up a sign
by the door to their thought-house reading: “My soul! My self! Here I reside. This is the
genuine me. I am this soul.”
When the Masters enter inside any of these thoughtforms of either one person or
the collective thoughtforms of the mass consciousness, it is tantamount to going through
the doorway of those little paper mache cottages that the gnomes and woodland elves
construct for themselves in the etheric subplanes. For inside the outer facade labeled
“soul,” there is only a cloud of unknowing, nebulous pockets of psychic, grey matter of the
unexamined self. There is one amendment to that word “soul” that means “fallen soul,”
“born in sin,” “For dust thou art and unto dust shalt thou return.” Such is the vacuous
concept most of mankind impose upon themselves like their own personal crown of thorns.
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For Christians who have been saved, one additional component is to be observed:
At the very center of their thoughtforms appears an image of Beloved Jesus. Thus, Jesus
winds up being the de facto, nucleus definition of themselves, the center of “self,” with
their soul serving as the hollow shell surrounding this Jesus-centric image. Of course,
here again, by accepting this dogma, they have completely ignored and sidestepped the
original question, which is: “What is the correct intrinsic nature of selfhood?”
When lifetime after lifetime — even though they are ignorant of reincarnation —
individuals embrace the same ideological limitations of themselves, it creates a straightjacket
of mortal thinking that grips the mind like a vice and limits the consciousness’ ability
to transcend either its own confined thought or void of thought that is present. This
fatal error is also the net effect for millions of Buddhists who know of reincarnation
and the illusory nature of “soul” but who likewise insist on denying the Reality of the
Eternal Divine Self, the God Individualized Presence. Hence, the imperative need for
the Heart Flame of the Individual God Self to take this central focal point and rise
triumphantly in place of soul!
III. The Heart Flame is open and responsive to the Truth of Cosmic Law
and to the pulsations of the Mind of God!
These attributes are of great importance to the planet and to mankind en masse
because they speak directly to what must be present in order for the Cosmic Light to
move and elevate the collective consciousness of hundreds of millions of people. The
unawakened Heart Flame is the root cause of mortal limitation in their thinking. It
explains why there is such entrenchment of dogmatic patterns of thinking accepted and
insisted upon as a way of life and lived to the very death if challenged. These momentums
continue because they have been “bought into” with such visceral conviction by the
outer consciousness. Such closed minds, in a state of virtual rigor mortis, are most
difficult for the Brotherhood to penetrate, much less inspire to decide or motivate to
act in accordance with Cosmic Law.
A few examples of this phenomenon at work should suffice as an object lesson. These
examples cry out for the Flame of God Consciousness to come alive, for the Flame of
each one’s own Mighty I AM Presence to expand within the heart, taking the helm of
the individual’s lifestream.
When the Teaching on the Mighty I AM Presence first came forth, one of the
observations that Beloved Saint Germain made was that down through the ages, any
number of students had actually been assisted by the Ascended Masters to see with
their spiritual vision the Electronic Body of that student’s own Mighty I AM Presence.
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Because they had no training in the nature of their God Self, these individuals could only
conclude that they must be looking upon some external Deity, some God or Goddess
or glorious Angel. There was not room within their consciousness to admit the flow
of the blended consciousness with their own Presence that would engender even the
slightest enlightenment that this was their very own Selfhood they were witnessing at
inner levels.
The reason that reaction is the rule rather than the exception is because of this
intervening veil of entrenched patterns of thinking and karma that have become so
hidebound that they literally become a prison house to the Heart Flame, a straightjacket
to the spirit that should be free to unfurl its great pinions of Light and soar into the
Limitless Light of the Ascended Master Octaves.
Examples of this phenomenon are countless. Beloved Mark Prophet shared with
members of his circle his first encounter with Master El Morya. On that first occasion,
doubt and suspicion presented themselves to Mark — even as Morya stood visible
before him at inner levels — suggesting that maybe this was some masquerading evil
spirit. Just the shading of that doubt, the mere surfacing of that suspicion in Mark’s
consciousness was enough of an action of the Law of Octaves to oblige Morya to comply
with that instinct, bowing and withdrawing.
Why did that instinct arise in the first place? It appeared because of the whole
ideological, theological, dogmatic mindset of Protestant Christianity built into the early
childhood, adolescence, and teenage years of Beloved Mark’s life. In this case, seeing
was not believing! For even though there was seeing, there was not the full flush of the
overshadowing of Morya’s Ascended Consciousness to such a degree that that conviction
could burn away the limitations and the superstitions, any more than the appearance of
Jesus to Saul of Tarsus burned away all of the preconceived, inherited Jewish theological
ideology that Saul had been taught from birth — misconceptions eventually grafted
onto Christianity barely a few decades after Beloved Jesus’ own direct ministry.
Of course, in Mark’s case, you know the rest of the story; for that was not the final
episode. As these veils, these orthodox concepts, were dismantled one by one by his
Heart Flame, the time came when he was more than eager to enter into that communion
and cooperation with Master Morya and accomplish the fullness of his Mission. So this
observation is by no means intended to cast a shadow upon the blazing sun of Lanello’s
ministry or his wonderful messengership but, rather, to punctuate the insidious nature
of the outer mind and its mindsets.
Such fixations aren’t only religious in nature. There are similar mindsets hard at work
far and wide across the face of the Earth. All are deeply entrenched and most difficult
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to pierce objectively, to root out of one’s self, much less out of the mass consciousness.
This is why the awakened Heart Flame of God Consciousness is the only Hope for the
world. It is the Torch that must burn up the accumulated accretions of these fallacious
principles upon which the human race has based its worldview — how it looks at life;
how it interprets life; what it accepts to be the basic, underlying facts of life, which it
then projects onto the outer experience as a result of its own distorted lens of perception.
As Plato before him, Francis Bacon exposed and codified this collective weakness
of mankind’s perceptions very clearly when he spoke about the “idols of the cave,”
describing the mortal consciousness of every person as if it were their own personal
cavernous den through which they were obligated to interpret the external world. He
also grappled with how difficult it was for mankind to disentangle from that suffocating
box of mortal consciousness and see things as they truly are.
IV. The Heart Flame is the Living, Pluming Current
of God’s very own Heart and Mind!
This Living Flame is intended to multiply and bear good fruit. You who are the
disciples of the Ascended Masters are to bring forth the Manu Yuga of the Dawning
Golden Age of Saint Germain as the New Wine of God Consciousness passed from
heart to heart and mind to mind. This action takes place just like the ritual practiced
to inaugurate the ancient Olympic Games. The torch was kindled from the perpetual
Sacred Fire of Olympia, followed in modern times by the relay race in which the torch
is passed from runner to runner until it is carried safely to the site of the games.
This is what you as Torch Bearers are intended to do — to impart to others the God
Consciousness that is alive on your Heart! For lo and behold, that Flame within you has
been strong enough to throw over the traces of this confinement of mortal consciousness
to the point where you are now able to rise into the attunement with your own Glorious
Presence, affirming, “I AM the Presence of God in action!”
V. The Flame is the Sword of Truth of Cosmic Law!
The consciousness infused with this Flame intuitively knows Reality from illusion,
Truth from error, right from wrong. Truth freezes lies and rationalizations in their
tracks! Oh, that it had been present at the time of the story of Adam and Eve as told
in Genesis. You might recall how after the seven days of creation, God put them in
the Garden of Eden along with the prohibition regarding the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil. And here again, we see laid out the operation of the carnal, mortal mind,
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the finite, limited intellect that human beings are obliged to rely on as the only means
available to them to make their way through life and address their problems.
“Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the field which the Lord God had
made. And he (the serpent) said unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of
every tree of the garden?”
Right there you see the subtle distortion of the Truth because God didn’t say of
every tree.
“And the woman said unto the serpent, We may eat of the fruit of the trees of the garden;
but of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, God hath said, Ye shall not eat
of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die.”
Mind you, this is not the Tree of Life but the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil. So the proclamation, the principle of Cosmic Law declares: Do not take in that
firsthand awareness of discord and negativity, of relative mortal good and evil. Do not
ingest that into your being. Furthermore, don’t even make a connection with it via direct
contact; that is, do not touch it!
“And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die. . . .” Here you have the
beginning of a very insidious process that has gone on continually since the fall of the
human race, from the heights of past Golden Ages unto this very time. It captures the
smarmy, oily, scaly lie of the serpentine mind that whispers in the ear that there are
no absolute principles of right and wrong or unimpeachable elements of Cosmic Law
with their attendant, inevitable consequences.
The subtle rationalizations continue: “For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof,
then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as God, knowing good and evil. And when
the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a
tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also
unto her husband with her; and he did eat.”
So on the one hand, you have the principle of Cosmic Law; and on the other hand,
you find all manner of prestidigitation. Much of so-called magic requires a distraction,
a diversion. The object is to get your attention off to the side, focused on something
inconsequential; all the while, the real deception is going on outside the conscious
focus of the attention. In politics today, this manipulative practice is called “changing
the narrative.”
And so, in Genesis you find this series of glib, oily justifications and rationalizations
about why law is not Law, and truth is not Truth. We read what the Law requires. We
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know what God said, to which the serpentine mind replied: Thou shalt not surely die.
Isn’t it a good thing that when you eat of this, your eyes will be opened? Isn’t it good that you
will be as God? Isn’t it good that you should know, firsthand, good and evil? Isn’t it good that
you should take of this tree’s fruit because it’s food? And shouldn’t you have food? Isn’t this
fruit pleasant to the eye? Shouldn’t you be surrounded by pretty things? Shouldn’t you be wise?
What could possibly be immoral about wanting to be wise?
In Jesus’ life the same kind of subtle rationalizations were set forth: You’re hungry?
Make the stones into food. You want the power to make life better for everybody? Let them
see the angels catch you up, and the people will give you power. Worship me first and you
shall rule the world.
These are the same specious rationalizations, the same prevarications about Truth.
All these lispings are designed to make merchandise of and prey upon an incredulous,
spiritually-blinded humanity. Therefore, just as those lies were fomented then, so
today — if there is not externalized within every citizen enough of the Flame of God
Consciousness to see what’s actually going on — peoples, nations, and even civilizations
will rise only to fall and lose the Eden so lovingly prepared for them by the Brotherhood
of Light.
Until the awakened Christ Mind is restored, this crippling lunacy will continue to
be the Achilles’ heel of the entire human race, all because the penetrating, insightful,
unimpeachable standard of the Truth of Cosmic Law registered by the Mind of the
Presence through the Heart Flame is not functioning.
VI. The Heart Flame is the veritable outpost of your
Individual God Self incarnated in this world!
It is the Flame of God that makes your body the Temple of the Presence of the
Most High Living God! This is the signature feature of every true past Golden Age —
a priceless, hard-won Truth lost to the world long ago and only recently restored when
our beloved Christopher, our Christ Bearer, Saint Germain, came forth as an Ascended
Master and cleared away the accumulated debris of numberless years of entrenched
ignorance, error, and superstition. He set forth upon a pristine altar the Patterns of
Perfection of God Individualized and the true story of the human race as the earthly
pilgrimage of the Godhead Charioteer sending its Heart Flame into incarnation.
Certainly you know that the keystone and chief cornerstone in this whole teaching of
Cosmic Law is the principle of God Individualized, Saint Germain’s ipse dixit, that you might
have his encouragement — first, that such a thing as a Mighty I AM Presence does exist;
second, not only a Mighty I AM Presence but the unique, Individual Mighty I AM Presence of
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your lifestream does exist; third, that you are this Individual Presence in action, the Truth of
your identity rather than your soul. So, when Torch Bearers have a moment of introspection
and pose the question, “Who am I?” to themselves, they affirm with a calm confidence:
“I AM my own Mighty I AM Presence. I AM the Fullness of that Presence. And I AM
that Presence in Action.”
The only way that you can have such conviction is because there is already a Ray
of your own Mighty I AM God Consciousness and Being alive and well, shining forth
as your Heart Flame, bathing your four lower bodies, lighting up your mind and your
feelings so that you have that certitude of knowing that you yourself — your intrinsic
selfhood — are that God Presence.
Building on that chief cornerstone, there develop so many Truths, each of which
is vitally important. For the facets of this God Identity are the limitless Attributes
comprising the multifaceted Cosmos that is your very own Beloved Presence.
VII. The Heart Flame radiates the Consciousness of Transcendence!
This is the awareness that while you do still walk in this Earth, you are not of this
Earth! Rather, you are of the Realm where your Presence is living. Just as that Divine
Nature is who you are, so its domains are your true Home of Light, as Lord Gautama
reminded us on New Year’s Eve. While you may be here for a solemn and joyous Mission
in this world, you truly are not of this world! And you are homeward bound!
You are not of the earth earthy, as the saying goes. You are not ashes to ashes and
dust to dust. Unfortunately, every year on Ash Wednesday, Christians around the
world submit to a ritual during which they are solemnly reminded, “Dust thou art, and
to dust thou shalt thou return.” Such is the indictment of who and what they are, save
for the blood of Jesus. No! That dusty soul has never been the Real You. You are the
transcendent Individuality of the Mighty I AM Presence simultaneously living in the
full-orbed splendor of the Electronic Body and functioning through the Ray of that
selfsame Presence in this outer world of form as the Immortal, Victorious Threefold
Flame of the Heart.
As you can keep the Flame of that Consciousness alive, you are outpicturing the
Christ Consciousness. The Consciousness of your own Christ Presence is the extension
of the Consciousness in the Electronic Body, which, by Divine Decree, is intended to
overshadow, blend with, ennoble, exalt, and, ultimately, resurrect all of these outer
vehicles. But, in the meantime, be that Flame of Consciousness that tethers you to
your own God Self. Only when that Presence is shining through can you be a Torch
Bearer of The Temple, knowing yourself as the Mighty I AM Presence in action. Where
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that Ray does not shine, it is no mystery why such a tabernacle of an outer self cannot
cognize or in any way register that exalted sense.
So you see the challenge of the Brotherhood: How do we strike the flint of this Christ
Consciousness onto the damp tinder of sleeping Heart Flames and cause them to reignite, to
burn and then blaze with God Consciousness? The teaching and message and the mysteries
of God Individualized are absolutely, on so many levels, the only lasting solution to the
world’s conditions! It is the keystone principle which most of the world, from the cradle
to the grave, has never once encountered, much less considered to be true for themselves.
Or, if they have stumbled upon it, they have been quick to dismiss it. And so, those
who feel threatened will take out the old, time-worn anathemas and proudly pigeonhole
Truth with one mortal blow — “pantheism! myth! blasphemy! devil worship! idolatry!
Aha! We’ve got you now! You are merely some throwback superstitions of Bronze Age
pagan beliefs” — speaking as if mere denunciations trump rational discourse. They
use these methods because, tragically, name-calling and derision succeed far too often
when plied among the mass consciousness.
By the knowledge of God Individualized — and only, mind you, by this knowledge —
can mankind ever have restored to them their own Divine Inheritance. It’s the syllogism
that if you don’t know the Mighty I AM Presence, you can’t know your Mighty I AM
Presence or be your Mighty I AM Presence. In other words, if that Truth, that Reality
of the Presence, is never presented to an individual, certainly they cannot put their
attention on a Presence they don’t know exists, much less identify themselves with it!
They don’t even know there’s a “there” to put their attention on! That’s the difference
between you and those who are either ignorant or who outright deny the Truth of the
Mighty I AM Presence. They cannot know of it, much less put their attention on it;
hence, they cannot enable their own Presence to rise and pulsate, to be active and expand
its Heart Flame within them.
Tragically, it is not enough to put Krishna in place of your Mighty I AM Presence,
or Buddha, or Jesus, or any deity or guru. Because, when any being external to your
own Presence, even an Ascended Master, becomes the fixation of a person’s attention
so as to become the primary object of their adoration and devotion, the result is the
abject neglect, ignor-ance, and denial of their own Presence! It’s as if someone took a
pillow and smothered their own Threefold Flame, essentially driving that Flame out of
outer existence and back into the inner realms. Why should individuals wish to do this?
Because their mortal minds are prey to entrenched superstition and spiritual blindness,
which is the curse of the entire human race, a curse that is millions of years old that
must be slain with the Sword of Truth, the Eternal Light of Cosmic Law!
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VIII. The Heart Flame is Self-Sustaining and Self-Sufficient!
The Heart Flame does not depend on any material element of the four lower bodies
for its Victory. How can this be? Aha! When you look within yourself, even inside
the tabernacle of the four lower bodies, you see Pink, Blue, and Gold, those Glorious
Plumes of the Threefold Flame; and tracing their source up the Crystal Cord, you see
the unbroken flow of Liquid Light streaming forth directly from the Heart Flame of
your Presence. That Threefold Flame is literally the Heart of your Presence projected
into these outer realms in order to take its dominion over them. It is not reliant on
them, much less overcome by them!
Thus, the Heart Flame is the Unfed Flame. The inner instruction intended by the
word “unfed” means that it does not derive its fuel or its impetus from raw materials
of any octave in which it is active. The Threefold Flame in the earth body burns of the
Light of the Mighty I AM Presence in the Electronic Body. The Threefold Flame in the
emotional body enters into that emotional realm from the Realms of the God Presence,
and it burns of its own inherent Nature, independent of the astral substances in the
emotional realm. The Threefold Flame in the mental body does not depend upon the
thought substance or essences for its own sustenance. The reverse is the case. That Heart
Flame enters into each of these three lower worlds as the expression of the Godhead
Charioteer, the Mighty I AM Presence, sufficient unto itself and, actually, that part of
the Godhead which is striving to exert its dominion over those lower realms. That, too,
is part of the Flame of God Consciousness that you as Torch Bearers brandish. You
are commissioned to say to your brothers and sisters: “Hear! Hear! Hear! This is my
candle flame or this is my bonfire of God Consciousness! Reignite your own slumbering
spark with this kindred Flame!”
IX. The Heart Flame is the Two-Edged Sword of Christ Discrimination!
As that Threefold Flame rises and pulsates, one of the most indispensable and critical
faculties is its intuitive Power to cut the gordian knot of the mortal mind! The Threefold
Flame is the key to overcoming this carnal mind which we have been exposing. For, from
within-out, there is so much that that Heart already knows. It knows that it knows. It
is an impetus of the Mind of God that cannot be denied. For as you have been taught,
the Golden Plume of that Threefold Flame is the Self-Luminous Substance that God
uses to think with. And so, when that Golden Plume of the Threefold Flame encounters
the carnal mind, it transmutes comparably to the Violet Flame. That Golden Flame
literally consumes, from within-out, all encrustations of mortal thinking — cause,
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effect, record, and memory — which heretofore had acted as a dark shroud around the
nucleus of the Heart Flame.
So there you have the answer to the inscrutable question of how the Brotherhood
intends to make the quantum leap across the abyss that separates the human from the
Divine. The key to the ransoming of this world and its many billions of lifestreams is
to ignite the Heart, unfurl those Three Plumes so that each blessed Child of God may
once more feel, firsthand, Love and Compassion; may hear the promptings of the Will of
God; and know, firsthand, the Thought of God thinking with that Flame within them.
Remember when someone asked Beloved Saint Germain: Well, if the Great Central
Sun is the Heart of God, where would we locate the Mind of God? And the Master answered
absolutely on point: In the Divine Realm, the Heart and Mind of God are uno, primally
one. They are not a polarity or a duality, but they are intrinsically One.
So, too, that Unfed Flame of God within the Heart, as it begins to unfurl, will
radiate, first, the simple sense of conscience. If only Eve had had a little bit more of that
intuitive conscience native to God’s Mind at the very moment when she reached out to
pluck that Sodom’s apple from the forbidden tree, her Heart would have leapt up and
said, No! There would have been that electrifying current up and down her spine that
would have shouted, I may not know exactly why, but I simply know that this is wrong.
And, therefore, I won’t do it.
Through training, as the Flame mounts up to its full mastery, comes the example
of more mature lifestreams such as Beloved Jesus when he coupled conscience with the
trained mind versed in the Truth of Cosmic Law. He could thrust and parry every lunge
of that carnal mind’s influence as it approached from every point of the compass. He
possessed that keen-edged Sword of the Christ Mind able to cleave asunder the Real
from the unreal.
X. The Heart Flame radiates the August Divinity and Worth of every Firstborn Son
and Daughter as the Individualization of The One, the Great I AM!
You now understand that your Mighty I AM Presence is in fact the very Thought
of God Almighty about his own Nature. Each Mighty I AM Presence is the expression
of that unique God Identity which the Great I AM knows itself to be. And when that
realization finally dawns in your consciousness, you will realize thusly: Well, if the Great
I AM knows this Individualization to be the Truth, the Eternal Thought of God, to be his
Will and his Decree about his very own Nature of which I am the externalization, then,
so be it! If it is good enough for God, it is good enough for me! Therefore, let everything else
be swept away. And let that thought of God about his own Nature, which is Perfection and
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Transcendence and Magnificence and Love and Victory as the ascended master destined to
be, stand forth without apology now and forever! If God is thinking this Truth of my Identity,
then such a thought is not sacrilegious. It is not blasphemy. It is not presumptuous. It is not
superstitious. For God is actively knowing and thinking the Truth of my God Self!
God continues to hold this Immaculate Concept. What do we hold to be the Sacred
Name of God Individualized — the “I AM” Presence! So this Perfection exhibited
by the Electronic Body is what God is I AM-ing of his own Presence! He is eternally
conceiving, I AM that Electronic Body and all of these Divine Attributes down to and
through the four lower bodies. This, too, is a priceless pearl of God-Conscious Knowing
radiated by the awakened Heart Flame.
Beloved Jesus was indeed overshadowed by his own Mighty I AM Presence and
acquiesced to the pressure of the thought of that Presence whom he called “Father.” He
was not apologetic or bashful about giving credit and glory to that Presence or about
identifying himself as the Only-Begotten, Firstborn, Divine Son of that Presence,
going so far as to affirm this publicly. As you recall, when one of the disciples said to
him, “Show us the Father,” Jesus turned and replied, “He that hath seen me hath seen
the Father.”
Now why for the last two thousand years has every Gentile and Jewish convert
to Christianity refrained from leveling a withering attack against Jesus as being
presumptuous and blasphemous in making this claim about his own Divinity? Because
they understood and agreed that, in his case, it was true. If Truth be the criterion by
which sanctity is to be gauged, then, since it is also true that God has individualized in
the expression of every Mighty I AM Presence and that every embodied Heart Flame
is the extension of that Individualization, there should be no indictment of the Torch
Bearers of The Temple who today are likewise seeking to give glory to and identify with
their own God Presence as did Beloved Jesus.
Even as there is no shame, so there is no desecration or sacrilege. Rather, the selfsame
wholesomeness and humble legitimacy should be afforded every Son and Daughter who
does not elevate the “idol” of their human soul to the position of divinity but, rather,
seeks to dismantle that idol of the fallen soul so that the only Identity left standing is
the Divine Self. Therefore, bow graciously before your own Presence and say: “Beloved
God Self, be my guest! Be free to express here, where I AM! Be God in Action in me!”
Have the sense that this Mighty I AM Presence of your own being not only abides
in those higher Realms of Eternal Perfection, but, thanks to the whole Golden Ladder
of Light through the Causal, the Buddhic, and the Heart Flame, there is an integration
of that Mighty I AM Presence to the outermost levels of creation such that God can be
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in action in each of these outer worlds, knitting together all worlds as one. And with
the Light Rays you’ve been taught to visualize and invoke, see them going forth from
the Electronic Body knowing no resistance or failure, knowing that in those Light Rays
your Blessed Presence is going forth into action in this world of form.
You might recall the imagery of Saint George and the slaying of the dragon of
mortal consciousness. In this case, the fire-breathing dragon represents the personal and
collective carnal mind with its insidious way of winding its rationalizations, justifications,
insinuations, temptations, and distractions around the psyche, the fair maidens of the
world, the dear Heart Flames of every lifestream, causing them untold distress. So you,
each one, regardless of what gender body you are wearing, ought to view yourselves as
Saint George, knights going forth to slay that carnal-minded, dragon consciousness so
that the Heart Flame will be rescued and the Christ Presence can step forth onto this
outer world scene. Then you will quickly wrap up the Mission that your Presence has
determined for you.
At this critical time in the world, there is much more to say about the imperative need
for the annihilation of the influence of that worldwide carnal mind, its mind control, its
group-think, its entrenched blindness, and its passions that continue to engulf mankind
in the same repetitive apocalypse, causing the decline and fall of civilizations.
We look forward to this upcoming Easter Class and the inauguration of the
Dispensations by which the Blessed Threefold Flame can be freed of its smothering
shroud of mortal consciousness. And, more importantly, how the Fire Breath of God
shall breathe on those Heart Flames — breathing on them, breathing on them, breathing
on them — until each precious Heart Flame Spark of a glorious God-Free Mighty
Presence can be liberated, until the Sacred Fire Breath shall breathe upon them all,
and those tiny Flames expand and expand and expand, allowing for that full infusion
of their own unique God Consciousness.
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The Call for the Flame of God
Benediction
Beloved Lord Krishna! Beloved Sophia! Beloved Jesus! Saint Germain! Lord Maha
Chohan! God and Goddess Meru! Great Divine Director! Vaivasvata! Himalaya! Let
the ongoing Light of Mana Yuga pour forth across the face of this Earth!
May this Compelling Light of the Great Manus of the Root Races of the Cosmic
Conscious Christ Consciousness fan the Heart Flames of a humanity still in its infancy
so that the Sons and Daughters of God may shine forth from Buddhic Realms and take
their rightful place, walking the Earth in the ongoing, oncoming Light of the Dawning
Golden Age of our Beloved Saint Germain.
We call to the Mighty Elohim! The Archangels! The Hierarchs of the Elements!
The Lords of Karma! The Holy Kumaras! For the Electric Purple-Blue Angels, the Blue
Lightning, the Violet Flame, and the Ruby Ray to go forth everywhere that Cosmic
Law will allow, to liberate those precious Flames of God that are the Threefold Unfed
Flames of Mighty I AM Presences, to liberate them from every single form of selfimposed limitation.
May all of the elements of the Truth of Cosmic Law come forth from the Great
Central Sun and be the standard of God Reality by which all of the scientists, lawgivers,
caregivers, philosophers, teachers, students, and rulers across the Earth all gauge their
attunement, their decisions, and their conduct.
We thank you and decree it so! For we know, The Light of God Never, Never,
Never Fails!
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